Introduction {#s1}
============

Beta-amyloid (Aβ) is one of the core pathologies of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and Aβ deposition is posited to be the earliest event in a long and complex pathological cascade leading to AD. The amyloid cascade hypothesis suggests that soluble forms of Aβ represent the start of AD, which is ultimately associated with damage in synaptic structure and function and the formation of Aβ plaques ([@bib22]). However, it remains unknown why Aβ deposition occurs in the first place.

A substantial body of preclinical research suggests that synaptic activity is linked to Aβ deposition ([@bib34]; [@bib28]; [@bib13]; [@bib4]). Studies using in vivo microdialysis with concurrent field potential recordings have shown that Aβ levels are directly influenced by synaptic activity, in which increases in neuronal activity are sufficient to modulate Aβ levels and plaque growth in a local, region-specific manner ([@bib13]; [@bib4]). Furthermore, using an acute brain slice model, rapid effects of synaptic activity on Aβ levels have been shown to be primarily linked to synaptic vesicle exocytosis ([@bib13]). There is evidence that hyperactivity in the CA3 subregion of the hippocampus in aged rodents may underlie memory deficits associated with aging ([@bib46]; [@bib19]; [@bib21]). This hyperactivity has been regarded as epileptiform in nature in rodents ([@bib29]) and AD transgenic mouse models ([@bib37]). A reversal of memory impairment has been shown with a reduction of hippocampal hyperactivity (via a low-dose of an anti-epileptic drug) in age-impaired rodents, AD rodent models, and in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) ([@bib29]; [@bib3], [@bib2]; [@bib39]). There are at least two proposed hypotheses regarding increased hippocampal activation. It has been suggested that hyperactivity within the hippocampus may occur over the course of normal aging, but hyperactivity may eventually lead to the secretion of Aβ more quickly than would otherwise occur. Alternatively, some have suggested that Aβ may lead to increased neuronal activity. These explanations are not mutually exclusive; both may be occurring leading to a vicious cycle of Aβ production.

Human studies have also shown that increased hippocampal activity is associated with memory function and Aβ deposition in aging and MCI ([@bib3]; [@bib7]; [@bib32]; [@bib47]; [@bib18]). High-resolution fMRI during memory task performance has localized hyperactivity to the dentate gyrus/CA3 subregions of the hippocampus, which has also been linked to memory deficits in aging and MCI ([@bib3]; [@bib47]). Cognitively normal older adults with high Aβ have increased hippocampal and default mode network (DMN) activation during episodic memory processing ([@bib32]; [@bib42]; [@bib44]). Subjects with MCI have shown heightened medial temporal lobe (MTL) activation during episodic memory processing that is associated with subsequent cognitive decline ([@bib18], [@bib17]; [@bib35]). A recent study found that individuals with MCI who were Aβ+ at baseline showed increased hippocampal activation at baseline and longitudinally in addition to longitudinal cognitive deficits compared to MCI subjects who were Aβ− ([@bib24]). Apolipoprotein E4 (ApoE4) carriers have also shown increased MTL activation ([@bib16]; [@bib5]). Eventually, it appears that hippocampal activity decreases as AD pathology progresses ([@bib35]; [@bib12]).

In addition to MTL activity, human imaging studies have also shown increased cortical activity in regions associated with the DMN, but also in regions beyond the DMN ([@bib32]; [@bib5]; [@bib20]; [@bib27]; [@bib33]). A recent study found that older adults with Aβ deposition had increased memory task-related neural activation in the parietal and occipital cortex that was linked to more detailed memory encoding ([@bib20]), suggesting the activation increases were compensatory. Other studies have discovered links between Aβ and the DMN such that Aβ aggregates in areas of high intrinsic connectivity ([@bib33]) and that there is high connectivity between the posterior DMN and hubs of high frontal lobe connectivity that are associated with Aβ accumulation ([@bib27]). High Aβ deposition has been found in locations of cortical hubs, such as posterior cingulate, lateral temporal, lateral parietal, and medial prefrontal cortices ([@bib8]). It remains unclear as to whether local amyloid deposition is driving local hyperactivity, if region-specific hyperactivity is linked to global amyloid deposition, or both may be occurring. Previous studies have shown that hyperactive neurons were typically found near amyloid plaques in the cortex ([@bib10]), however, increased hippocampal activity occurred before transgenic mice began to deposit amyloid plaques. Hippocampal hyperactivity can occur independent of plaque deposition, while increased activity in cortical neurons is more directly linked to the presence of amyloid plaques. This may be due to a difference in local concentrations of amyloid, different vulnerabilities of cortical versus hippocampal neurons, or both ([@bib9]). Another possibility is that hippocampal hyperactivity may drive increased cortical activity in downstream regions that are more directly linked to amyloid deposition or that hippocampal hyperactivity is driving tau deposition in the MTL, which then leads to Aβ deposition.

One proposed model suggests that life-long patterns of neural activity may lead to Aβ deposition ([@bib26]). Thus far, most studies have examined the link between Aβ and brain activation using cross-sectional data. Longitudinal studies are essential for testing hypotheses about brain activation leading to Aβ accumulation over time and to determine if the rate of Aβ deposition is different in people who show more or less brain activation.

In the present study, our goal was to examine how hippocampal neural activity influenced the longitudinal accumulation of global Aβ and if these factors were related to changes in cognition. We hypothesized that cognitively normal older individuals with greater hippocampal activity at baseline would show increased longitudinal Aβ accumulation globally and that this would be associated with memory decline. To test this hypothesis, we performed a study with a baseline assessment of memory during acquisition of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure task-related neural activity, followed by longitudinal \[^11^C\] Pittsburgh Compound-B positron emission tomography (PIB-PET) imaging to measure global Aβ deposition across time in addition to repeated assessments of memory. We focused on the California Verbal Learning Test Long-Delay Free Recall (CVLT) to measure long-term memory changes over time.

Results {#s2}
=======

Forty-five cognitively normal older adults participated in the fMRI experiment, the results of which have been previously published ([@bib32]). For the current study, we included all subjects who had: (1) participated in the original fMRI experiment, (2) at least two PIB scans (first near the time of fMRI), and (3) at least three neuropsychological testing sessions. Fifteen of the 45 subjects did not return for follow-up PIB-PET imaging after their initial PIB scan. Three additional participants were excluded due to technical factors. This left us with a sample of twenty-seven subjects (N = 27) who met the criteria for the study (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).10.7554/eLife.22978.003Table 1.Participant demographics (N = 27).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.003](10.7554/eLife.22978.003)VariableMeanRangeAge (at MRI) (SD)76.5 (5.6)67--91Sex (M: F)8: 19Education, years (SD)17.4 (1.8)14--20ApoE4 carriers, n (%)8 (30)Time since MRI (PIB), years (SD)3.4 (2.1)2.8--6Time since MRI (CVLT), years (SD)2.7 (1.1)1.5--6.1Two PIB scans, n19Three PIB scans, n8[^1]

Participants performed a memory task inside the MRI scanner that involved being shown two hundred images of natural outdoor scenes with instructions to indicate whether water was present in each image. After the MRI scan (15 min later), a surprise recognition task was conducted that included all stimuli presented during encoding as well as one-hundred novel stimuli. For each image, subjects were asked if they had seen the image before and were allowed to respond with one of four responses: (1) high-confidence yes, (2) low-confidence yes, (3) high-confidence no, and (4) low-confidence no. The recognition task was self-paced and subjects were encouraged to be as accurate as possible.

We examined three key measures: (1) task-related activity in the right hippocampus and several non-hippocampal regions that showed increased activation in PIB+ compared to PIB- individuals during high-confidence hits versus misses ([@bib32]), (2) PIB distribution volume ratios (DVR) to measure global Aβ deposition across frontal, parietal, temporal, and cingulate cortices, and (3) performance on the CVLT Long-Delay Free Recall to measure changes in long-term memory. The right hippocampus was chosen for analysis because this hippocampal region demonstrated the strongest effect of Aβ on activation in the original study, perhaps because the stimuli were visually presented scenes ([@bib32]).

To examine relationships between hippocampal activation at baseline, longitudinal Aβ accumulation, and longitudinal memory performance, we conducted a series of linear mixed models. All models included age, sex, and education as covariates, as well as a random intercept to account for individual variability in initial PIB DVR or CVLT scores and random slopes to account for individual variability in PIB DVR or CVLT slopes. Age was mean-centered at 76.5 years, education was mean-centered at 17.4 years, and females were the reference group, so that resulting parameter estimates could be interpreted as representing an example 76.5-year-old female with 17.4 years of education.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the slopes of PIB DVR and CVLT over time for each subject. PIB DVR slopes across time (relative to baseline MRI) for each subject are shown in [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. CVLT slopes across time (relative to baseline MRI) are shown in [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The average time from the baseline MRI to last PIB scan was 3.4 years (range 2.8--6 years) and from MRI to last neuropsychological session was 2.7 years (range 1.5--6.1 years). Participants came in for PIB scans and neuropsychological testing sessions on separate days. The average time between MRI and first PIB scan was about one week and the average time between MRI and first neuropsychological session was about eight weeks. At the baseline exam, six subjects were classified as PIB+ (four were ApoE4 carriers) and by the end of the study eight subjects were PIB+ (both who converted to PIB+ were ApoE4 carriers).10.7554/eLife.22978.004Figure 1.Model-derived individual slopes for amyloid and memory change over time.(**A**) \[^11^C\] Pittsburgh Compound-B distribution volume ratio slope (PIB slope) for each participant over time, relative to baseline MRI (x = 0), where black line indicates average PIB slope, blue lines indicate little/no change in PIB, and red lines indicate positive PIB slope. The horizontal dotted line indicates the criterion for a positive PIB scan (1.06), (**B**) California Verbal Learning Test Long-Delay Free Recall slope (CVLT slope) for each participant over time, relative to baseline MRI (x = 0), where black line indicates average CVLT slope, red lines indicate negative CVLT slope, and blue lines indicate positive CVLT slope. All slopes were obtained from the linear mixed model. The following source data ([Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is relevant for [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.004](10.7554/eLife.22978.004)10.7554/eLife.22978.005Figure 1---source data 1.This file contains the source data for [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.005](10.7554/eLife.22978.005)

Hippocampal activation at baseline associated with longitudinal Aβ accumulation {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether hippocampal activation at baseline predicted longitudinal accumulation of global Aβ, we examined associations between our independent variables of interest (hippocampal activation and time of PIB) and the dependent variable (PIB DVR) using a linear mixed model (with age, sex, and education as covariates). Time of PIB was determined as relative to baseline MRI. The interaction between hippocampal activation and time of PIB (hippocampal activation × time) was the primary effect of interest because it represented the relationship between hippocampal activation and longitudinal PIB DVR change. Results revealed that hippocampal activation at baseline was positively associated with longitudinal amyloid accumulation such that PIB DVR increased at a rate of 0.001 units per year for every one hippocampal activation unit \[interaction, p=0.004, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}\]. To visualize this, we plotted the relationship between PIB slope from the model and hippocampal activation contrast values at baseline ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which showed a positive correlation between PIB slope and hippocampal activation.10.7554/eLife.22978.006Figure 2.Relationship between brain activation at baseline and longitudinal amyloid accumulation.(**a**) Positive relationship between hippocampal activation (contrast values for subsequent hits versus misses) at baseline and \[^11^C\] Pittsburgh Compound-B distribution volume ratio (DVR) slopes (PIB slope measured as PIB DVR values over time) obtained from the linear mixed model, (**b**) No relationship between non-hippocampal activation (contrast values for subsequent hits versus misses in inferior frontal cortex and occipital cortex) at baseline and \[^11^C\] Pittsburgh Compound-B distribution volume ratio (DVR) slopes (PIB slope measured as PIB DVR values over time) obtained from the linear mixed model.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.006](10.7554/eLife.22978.006)10.7554/eLife.22978.007Table 2.Linear mixed model results for hippocampal activation predicting longitudinal amyloid accumulation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.007](10.7554/eLife.22978.007)**ParameterEstimate (SE)**dftp**Intercept**1.00 (0.07)2214.58**\<**0.001Age (at MRI, mc)−0.001 (0.01)22−0.140.887Sex (F)0.10 (0.08)221.270.216Education (years, mc)−0.02 (0.02)22−0.890.385Hippocampal activation (baseline)0.004 (0.002)221.640.115Time (PIB DVR)0.003 (0.003)120.870.399**Hippocampal activation \* Time (PIB DVR)**0.001 (0.0002)123.58**0.004**[^2][^3]

We also performed the same linear mixed model described above, but with non-hippocampal activation as an independent variable to determine if brain activation predicting longitudinal Aβ accumulation was specific to the hippocampus or existed for cortical activity as well. We chose the non-hippocampal regions of bilateral occipital cortex and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, which similarly to the hippocampus, showed increased activity in PIB+ compared to PIB- subjects in the original study ([@bib32]). However, we did not find an interaction between non-hippocampal cortical activation and longitudinal Aβ accumulation \[interaction, t(21) = 1.02, p=0.319; [Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}\], suggesting increased brain activation at baseline associated with increased global Aβ accumulation may be MTL specific.

To determine whether hippocampal activation at baseline was associated with change in memory performance over time, we examined associations between our independent variables of interest (hippocampal activation and time of CVLT) and the dependent variable (CVLT) using a linear mixed model. As with time of PIB, time of CVLT was determined as relative to baseline MRI. The interaction between hippocampal activation and time of CVLT (hippocampal activation × time) was not significant \[interaction, t(14) = 0.786, p=0.445\] indicating no relationship between hippocampal activation at baseline and the subsequent rate of memory decline.

Increased Aβ accumulation associated with a longitudinal decline in memory performance {#s2-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we examined the relationship between longitudinal Aβ accumulation and memory performance. We examined associations between the independent variables of interest (PIB slope and time of CVLT) and the dependent variable (CVLT) using a linear mixed model. The interaction between PIB slope and time of CVLT (PIB slope × time) was the primary effect of interest because it represented the relationship between Aβ accumulation and memory change over time. Results revealed that increased longitudinal Aβ accumulation was associated with a decline in CVLT score \[interaction, p=0.023, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}\]. To visualize the effect, we plotted the relationship between CVLT slope from the model and PIB slope ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which showed a negative correlation between CVLT slope and PIB slope. Sex \[p = 0.034\] and time of CVLT \[p = 0.023\] also predicted the average CVLT score ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The effect of time of CVLT can be seen in [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where the average CVLT slope increases over time, by 0.41 CVLT units/year. This suggests that while many participants retain their memory abilities over time, longitudinal Aβ accumulation predicts memory decline over time.10.7554/eLife.22978.008Figure 3.Relationship between longitudinal amyloid accumulation and memory decline.Negative relationship between \[^11^C\] Pittsburgh Compound-B distribution volume ratio slopes (PIB slope) and California Verbal Learning Test Long-Delay Free Recall slope (CVLT slope measured as CVLT scores over time) obtained from the linear mixed model.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.008](10.7554/eLife.22978.008)10.7554/eLife.22978.009Table 3.Linear mixed model results for longitudinal amyloid accumulation predicting memory decline.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.009](10.7554/eLife.22978.009)ParameterEstimate (SE)dftp**Intercept**10.07 (0.89)1811.27**\<0.001**Age (at MRI, mc)−0.06 (0.09)16−0.690.499**Sex (F)**2.54 (1.10)162.31**0.034**Education (years, mc)−0.17 (0.28)170.590.562Slope (PIB DVR)15.6 (28.32)210.550.587**Time (CVLT LD FR)**0.41 (0.17)232.44**0.023Slope (PIB DVR) \* Time (CVLT LD FR)**−20.06 (8.26)25−2.43**0.023**[^4][^5]

Longitudinal amyloid accumulation mediates the influence of hippocampal activation on memory decline {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the observation that hippocampal activation at baseline was related to increasing Aβ deposition over time, we conjectured that the relationships between the three variables in this study were complex. Thus, we examined whether the increased longitudinal Aβ deposition associated with baseline hippocampal activation was linked to memory decline. We tested this relationship using a mediation model, where PIB slope (mediator, M) may mediate the relationship between hippocampal activation at baseline (predictor, X) and CVLT slope (outcome, Y), with age, sex, and education as covariates. Step 1 tested the effect of X on Y, not including M. Step 2 tested X predicting M, and Steps 3 and 4 tested M\|X significant predictor of Y and X\|M not a significant predictor of Y. In Step 1 of the model, the regression of hippocampal activation on memory performance, ignoring PIB slope, was not significant \[β = 0.005, t = 0.473, p=0.641\]. In Step 2, the regression of hippocampal activation on PIB slope was significant \[β = 0.0005, t = 2.26, p=0.034\]. In Step 3, the regression of PIB slope, controlling for hippocampal activation, on memory performance was significant \[β = −25.75, t = −2.91, p=0.008\]. In Step 4, when controlling for PIB slope, hippocampal activation was not a significant predictor of memory performance \[β = 0.018, t = 1.76, p=0.094\]. There were no significant effects of age, sex, or education. The bootstrapped unstandardized indirect effect was −0.016 and significantly differed from zero, as revealed by a 95% bootstrap confidence interval that was entirely below zero (confidence interval: −0.031 to −0.002). Thus, longitudinal amyloid accumulation mediated the relationship between increased baseline hippocampal activation and greater memory decline over time ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.22978.010Figure 4.Mediation analysis between hippocampal activation, longitudinal amyloid accumulation, and memory decline.Mediation analysis with hippocampal activation at baseline (predictor, X), mediated by \[^11^C\] Pittsburgh Compound-B distribution volume ratio slopes (PIB Slope) (mediator, M), predicting California Verbal Learning Test Long-Delay Free Recall slope (CVLT Slope). Hippocampal activation positively predicted PIB Slope, PIB Slope negatively predicted CVLT Slope, which resulted in a significant mediation (see text for more details).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22978.010](10.7554/eLife.22978.010)

Since prior studies have noted increased Aβ accumulation over time in those with elevated baseline Aβ ([@bib45]; [@bib41]) and because we previously found a relationship between baseline Aβ and activation ([@bib32]), we analyzed the relationship between baseline PIB, hippocampal activation, and PIB slope to ensure that our effects on longitudinal Aβ accumulation were not being driven solely by elevated baseline Aβ. To determine whether increased baseline amyloid levels led to increased baseline hippocampal activation, which led to greater longitudinal Aβ accumulation, we conducted a mediation analysis, with age, sex, and education as covariates. We found no evidence of mediation, as revealed by a 95% bootstrap confidence interval that included zero (confidence interval: −0.004 to 0.044). Thus, baseline amyloid levels did not lead to greater baseline hippocampal activation to influence longitudinal Aβ accumulation, suggesting the effect of hippocampal activation on Aβ accumulation does not solely rely on baseline amyloid levels. Furthermore, by including random intercepts into our linear mixed models, we accounted for initial differences in amyloid. We then conducted a moderation analysis using hierarchical linear regression to determine if baseline amyloid levels influenced Aβ accumulation, but depended on the level of hippocampal activation. The two predictors (hippocampal activation and baseline PIB) were first entered into the regression analysis to determine each predictor's effect on PIB slope and then the interaction term was added. Results indicated that baseline hippocampal activation \[b = −0.004, p=0.034\] but not baseline PIB \[b = 2.01, p=0.608\] was associated with PIB slope and accounted for a significant amount of variance in PIB slope \[*R*^2^ = 0.524, F(6,20) = 3.67, p=0.013\]. The interaction between hippocampal activation and baseline PIB explained a significant increase in variance in PIB slope \[Δ*R*^2^ = 0.15, F(1,20) = 6.32, p=0.021\]. Thus, the influence of baseline amyloid levels on longitudinal Aβ accumulation depends on hippocampal activation at baseline. To further characterize the nature of this interaction, we used the Johnson-Neyman technique to identify at which point in the range of hippocampal activation contrast values where the effect of the predictor on the outcome transitions from being statistically significant to non-significant ([@bib23]). We found that when hippocampal activation was greater than or equal to a contrast value of 12.18, higher baseline amyloid led to greater Aβ accumulation. This suggests that while baseline amyloid levels do not directly lead to greater levels of hippocampal activation, baseline amyloid's relationship with Aβ accumulation may depend on higher levels of hippocampal activation at baseline.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this study, we used fMRI with PIB-PET imaging and neuropsychological testing to investigate the influence of memory-related hippocampal activation at baseline on longitudinal Aβ accumulation and cognitive decline in normal older adults. While the amyloid hypothesis places Aβ deposition as the earliest event in a pathological cascade, why Aβ accumulates in the first place is not known. Although Aβ can induce structural and functional alterations to synapses and synaptic plasticity ([@bib40]; [@bib1]; [@bib14]), the reverse relationship also exists such that early synaptic activity can influence Aβ ([@bib34]; [@bib28]; [@bib13]; [@bib4]; [@bib7]). A recent mouse model of AD found that hyperactivity of hippocampal neurons precedes Aβ plaque formation, suggesting that hippocampal hyperactivity is one of the earliest dysfunctions in the pathophysiological cascade of AD ([@bib11]). This indicates that a major target of Aβ itself, synaptic activation, can control Aβ levels.

These results support the hypothesis that increased hippocampal activation at baseline is associated with increased longitudinal Aβ accumulation across frontal, parietal, temporal, and cingulate cortices and that longitudinal Aβ accumulation mediates the effect of baseline hippocampal activation on memory decline. Although previous studies have shown that baseline PIB is associated with the rate of longitudinal amyloid accumulation ([@bib45]; [@bib41]), our results are not simply dependent on baseline PIB for several reasons. First, we included random slopes and random intercepts in our linear mixed models to account for baseline PIB and different PIB slopes for each participant. Second, we performed a mediation analysis to determine if baseline PIB acted through baseline hippocampal activation to lead to increased longitudinal Aβ accumulation, which was revealed not to be the case. Finally, a moderation analysis showed that baseline PIB predicted increased longitudinal Aβ accumulation, but only when baseline hippocampal activation was high. These data suggest that while baseline amyloid may be linked to increased Aβ accumulation, this did not drive the relationships between baseline hippocampal activity and longitudinal Aβ accumulation.

Previous studies have described increased brain activity in those at risk for AD in different regions: the dentate gyrus/CA3 region of the hippocampus ([@bib3]; [@bib47]), the entire hippocampus ([@bib32]; [@bib18]), the MTL more broadly ([@bib17]), or neocortex ([@bib32]; [@bib20]; [@bib27]; [@bib33]). These studies suggest that increased activation during memory performance is linked to risk for AD in older adults with memory impairment, MCI, ApoE4+, or those who are Aβ+. Our data support a role for task-related brain activation in the hippocampus that is linked to global Aβ deposition. Indeed, we found that only hippocampal activation at baseline and not non-hippocampal cortical activation was linked to increased longitudinal Aβ accumulation, suggesting regional specificity in these relationships. The regional pattern of relationships between cortical activation, hippocampal activation, and AD-related pathology may appear perplexing. Cross-sectional neuropathological data suggest that Aβ is first deposited in the cortex and then spreads to the MTL ([@bib43]), while tau deposition in the form of neurofibrillary tangles deposit in the MTL initially with later spread to neocortex ([@bib6]). We find that activation in the hippocampus predicts cortical Aβ while cortical activation does not. There are a few possible explanations for this. Hippocampal hyperactivity may be more indicative of pathological effects in those at risk for AD, while cortical activation may reflect other processes. For example, we previously reported that increased cortical activity, but not hippocampal activity appeared to be compensatory during memory encoding ([@bib20]). This is consistent with data associating increased hippocampal activation with memory deficits ([@bib47]), and with the findings that reversing hippocampal hyperactivity rescues memory deficits ([@bib3], [@bib2]). Another possibility is that increased hippocampal activation is driving neuronal activity elsewhere, in cortical regions such as retrosplenial cortex and precuneus with strong hippocampal connectivity and early Aβ deposition. Another possibility is that hippocampal activation is driving tau deposition in the MTL, which then leads to Aβ deposition. In fact, preclinical data suggest a crucial role for tau accumulation in producing aberrant neural hyperactivity ([@bib38]). These possibilities are not mutually exclusive and will be important to examine in the future.

This study has several limitations. Not all subjects had the same number of PIB scans (each subject had two or three scans), which may influence the accuracy of PIB slope, however, linear mixed models are equipped to handle missing data. We found that there was no significant difference in PIB slope between participants with two or three scans or a relationship between years followed and PIB slope (p's \> 0.05). Sample size was relatively small and we did not have a large enough number of subjects to fully examine sex or ApoE4 carrier differences adequately. Absence of association may be due to lack of power rather than absence of a relationship, such as the absence of ApoE4 effect and absence of mediation through baseline Aβ. However, to determine if the effects of hippocampal activity on amyloid accumulation was driven by ApoE4 carriers, we removed them from the sample and re-ran the linear mixed model only in ApoE4 non-carriers. We found the interaction between hippocampal activation and amyloid accumulation remained significant \[p = 0.018\]. Thus, it appears the effect of hippocampal activation on increased amyloid accumulation is not specific to those who are ApoE4 carriers, but is also occurring in ApoE4 non-carriers that are also accumulating amyloid.

Another limitation of the study ignores the role of tau in producing these effects. As tau PET imaging is still relatively novel, future studies can incorporate tau into these models to determine if hippocampal activation at baseline influences longitudinal Aβ accumulation alone or if it influences how Aβ and tau interact during the progression of AD. It will also be important to include longitudinal fMRI data in addition to longitudinal PIB-PET data to measure how longitudinal change in hippocampal activation tracks longitudinal Aβ accumulation. One would expect that as hippocampal activation decreases over time ([@bib12]; [@bib36]), increases in Aβ accumulation will taper off, as this would indicate later stages of AD. In fact, data suggest that late in disease stage, Aβ deposition slows or even reverses, consistent with the idea that declining brain activity affects late-stage Aβ deposition ([@bib45]; [@bib25]). While we find that baseline amyloid levels did not drive our findings of hippocampal activation in predicting Aβ accumulation, it will be important for future studies to track those with little baseline amyloid deposition to determine if they eventually display a pattern of increased hippocampal activity followed by increased amyloid deposition.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Participants {#s4-1}
------------

Forty-five normal older adults (N = 45) underwent PIB-PET imaging, fMRI, and neuropsychological testing for this study. Subjects participated in an fMRI experiment of memory, the results of which have been published ([@bib32]). From this sample, we included subjects who had (1) participated in the fMRI experiment, (2) at least two PIB scans, and (3) three neuropsychological testing sessions. All met the following inclusion criteria: no MRI contradictions, living independently in the community, MMSE ≥26, within age, education, and gender norms on cognitive tests, absence of neurological or psychiatric illness, and lack of major medical illnesses and medications that affect cognition. Fifteen of the 45 subjects did not return for follow-up PIB-PET imaging, so they were not included in the current study. Three additional subjects were excluded due to problems with their PIB-PET data (one had too much gray matter atrophy to accurately measure PIB, one had incomplete acquisition on their follow-up PIB scan, and one was greater than 3.5 standard deviations above the mean for non-hippocampal activation). This left us with a sample of 27 subjects who met the criteria for the study (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for demographics).

Neuropsychological testing {#s4-2}
--------------------------

The California Verbal Learning Test was administered to each participant as part of a larger battery of tests used at an annual evaluation carried out by the Berkeley Aging Cohort Study (BACS). Participants received a neuropsychological evaluation within three months of participating in the fMRI study. Every subject had three neuropsychological testing sessions included for this study (average time since MRI = 2.7 years). The neuropsychological battery was designed to examine memory function, as well as other aspects of general cognitive ability. The CVLT is a standardized memory test that was developed to assess a variety of memory processes and assesses rate of learning, retention after short- and long-delay intervals, semantic encoding ability, and recognition memory. We chose to focus on the CVLT Long-Delay Free Recall component of the test (out of 16), as this has been shown to be sensitive to cognitive decline and episodic memory deficits with age ([@bib30]; [@bib15]).

Apolipoprotein E genotyping {#s4-3}
---------------------------

Participants' DNA from blood samples was analyzed for apolipoprotein E (ApoE) polymorphisms using a standard protocol. For statistical comparison between groups, subjects were dichotomized into carriers and non-carriers of the E4 allele (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for more details).

PIB-PET acquisition {#s4-4}
-------------------

PIB was synthesized at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's (LBNL) Biomedical Isotope Facility using a published protocol and described in detail previously ([@bib32]; [@bib31]). PIB-PET imaging was performed at LBNL using an ECAT EXACT HR or BIOGRAPH Truepoint six scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) in three dimensional acquisition mode. Ten to fifteen mCi of PIB was injected into an antecubital vein. Dynamic acquisition frames were obtained as follows: 4 × 15, 8 × 30, 9 × 60, 2 × 180, 8 × 300, and 3 × 600 s (90 min total). Ten-minute transmission scans for attenuation correction or X-ray CT were obtained for each PIB scan. Data were corrected for motion and reconstructed with an iterative ordered subset expectation maximization algorithm with weighted attenuation. Images were smoothed with a 4 mm Gaussian kernel with scatter correction.

PIB-PET processing {#s4-5}
------------------

All PIB-PET data were preprocessed using SPM12 software (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>). The first five minutes of data were summed and then a two-pass realignment was performed. All scans were realigned to the summed first five minutes followed and then created of a mean of all those images followed by realigning everything to that mean. PET images were then co-registered to each subject's structural MRI (which were repeated near the time of each PET scan). PIB DVR images were created using Logan graphical analysis with frames corresponding to 35--90 min after injection and a cerebellar gray matter reference region defined using FreeSurfer version 5.3. Mean DVR values from frontal, parietal, temporal, and cingulate cortices were computed to serve as a global PIB index for all subjects. All subjects were scanned on the ECAT HR for their first PIB scan, four subjects were scanned on the BIOGRAPH for their second scan (the rest on the ECAT HR) and eight subjects were scanned on the BIOGRAPH if they had a third PIB scan. There were no significant effects of scanner type in any of the linear mixed models and we have previously shown PIB measurement on these different scanners to be equivalent ([@bib20]).

MRI acquisition {#s4-6}
---------------

The following MRI acquisition parameters were previously reported ([@bib32]). All subjects underwent MRI scanning at LBNL on a 1.5T Magnetom Avanto System (Siemens Medical Systems) with a 12-channel head coil run in triple mode. A high-resolution structural T1-weighted volumetric magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo scan (MP-RAGE, axially acquired, time repetition \[TR\]/time echo \[TE\]/time to inversion \[TI\] = 2110/3.58/1100 ms, flip angle = 15°, 1.00 × 1.00 mm^2^ in plane resolution, 1.00 mm thickness with 50% gap) and a low-resolution structural T1-weighted in plane to the fMRI scans were collected (axially acquired, TR/TE = 591/10/10 ms, flip angle = 150°, 0.90 × 0.90 mm^2^ in plane resolution, 3.40 mm thickness with 15% gap). For fMRI scanning, 4 T~2~^\*^-weighted gradient-echo echo planar images (EPI) were collected (28 axially acquired slices, TR/TE = 2200/50 ms, flip angle = 90°, 3.40 × 3.40 mm^2^ in plane resolution, 3.40 mm thickness with 15% gap).

fMRI episodic memory task {#s4-7}
-------------------------

Two hundred images of natural outdoor scenes were presented for 4.4 s each. Subjects were instructed to indicate whether water was present in each image. Scans were broken into four sessions, with 50 scenes and 185 TRs per session. Zero to 5 TRs of fixation (green crosshair on black background) were randomly intermixed between scenes to allow separation of individual trials (average inter-stimulus interval = 3.46 s). After the scan, a surprise recognition task including all stimuli presented during encoding as well as 100 novel stimuli (foils) was used to assess performance and sort fMRI data. There was a 15 min delay between the last stimulus encoded and the start of the memory test. For each image, subjects were asked if they had seen the image before and were allowed to respond with 1 of 4 responses: high-confidence yes, low-confidence yes, high-confidence no, and low-confidence no. The task was self-paced and subjects were encouraged to be as accurate as possible. For the current study, we examined task activation (mean contrast values: hits \> misses) from task-positive regions of interest (ROIs), which included the right hippocampus, bilateral occipital cortex, and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, as described in [@bib32]. MP-RAGE scans were processed using FreeSurfer version 5.3 (<https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu>) to derive ROIs in each subject's native space. Detailed task results and fMRI processing have been reported previously ([@bib32]).

Statistical analyses {#s4-8}
--------------------

All statistical analyses of behavioral variables and ROI activation means were conducted in SPSS v. 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). We conducted a series of linear mixed models. All models included age, sex, and education as covariates, as well as a random intercept to account for individual variability in initial PIB DVR or CVLT scores and random slopes to account for individual variability in PIB DVR or CVLT slopes. We also employed an autoregressive covariance structure to account for correlations between consecutive PIB DVR or CVLT values over time. Initial models also included ApoE4 carrier (+/−) and scanner type (ECAT HR, BIOGRAPH) as covariates, but effects were not significant so we removed them to simplify the model. Age was mean-centered at 76.5 years, education was mean-centered at 17.4 years, and females were the reference group, so that resulting parameter estimates could be interpreted as representing an example 76.5-year-old female with 17.4 years of education. While PIB and CVLT were both time-varying measurements, we did not have the statistical power to include both as time-varying measurements in our mixed effects model testing change in PIB predicting change in memory performance over time, since visits did not coincide in many cases, making modeling with a single time challenging. We therefore used PIB slope as an alternative, but note that this is a limitation as it does not precisely capture PIB change relative to CVLT change.

Mediation and moderation analyses were conducted in SPSS using the PROCESS module ([@bib23]). For mediation analysis, unstandardized indirect effects were computed for each of 1000 bootstrapped samples, and the 95% confidence interval was computed. For the mediation model, Step 1 tested the effect of X on Y, not including M. Step 2 tested X predicting M, and Steps 3 and 4 tested M\|X significant predictor of Y and X\|M not a significant predictor of Y. For moderation analysis, the module employs hierarchical regression analysis to first test the relationships between the predictor and the outcome and the moderator and the outcome (conditional effects) and to then test the interaction between the predictor and the moderator (i.e. how the effect of the predictor on the outcome changes as the moderator changes). Furthermore, it provides data to probe the interaction further by determining where in the distribution of the moderator the predictor is related to the outcome to better discern the interpretation of the interaction (i.e. Johnson-Neyman technique). Statistical values were considered significant at a final alpha level of. 05 to prevent Type I error inflation.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Hippocampal activation is associated with longitudinal amyloid accumulation and cognitive decline\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Gary Westbrook (Senior Editor) and three reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors. The following individual involved in review of your submission has agreed to reveal their identity: Michela Gallagher (Reviewer \#3). The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

Leal and colleagues investigated the connection between neuronal activity and amyloid-β (Aβ) in the brain of cognitively normal humans. Specifically, they assessed hippocampal activity using fMRI during a memory task which included encoding and recall of visual images, and determined how this baseline hippocampal activity was associated with amyloid deposition over time, which was measured by 11C-Pittsburgh Compound-B (PIB) PET neuroimaging. Long-term memory changes were also measured by a verbal learning long-delay free recall test (CVLT). The authors report a significant, positive association between baseline hippocampal activation and longitudinal PIB changes. This association appeared to be specific to the hippocampus, as occipital cortex and bilateral inferior frontal gyrus did not show any association with PIB change over time. There was also no association between hippocampal activity and longitudinal memory changes, but longitudinal amyloid accumulation mediated the relationship between these two variables. There was also an association between Aβ accumulation and CVLT decline over time. The authors point out that they have previously found baseline alterations in brain activity due to the presence of amyloid plaques, but they did not see a connection between PIB levels and hippocampal activity at baseline suggesting that hippocampal activity was influencing Aβ deposition independent of amyloid levels at baseline.

Essential revisions:

1\) The authors point out that due to their smaller sample size, they were unable to examine the specific effects of ApoE4 carriers. This is understandable, but of the 6-7 participants who were PIB +, how many of those were ApoE4 carriers? This information should be reported. If all of the PIB + individuals were ApoE4 carriers, the effects of hippocampal activity on amyloid accumulation could be mediated by ApoE4 and it would be unclear what the relationship between hippocampal activity and amyloid accumulation is in non-ApoE4 individuals. Second, because we know APOE4 is associated with increased Aß deposition it should be included as a covariate in all of the analyses including PIB measures.

2\) PIB distribution volume ratios were calculated from reactivity in cortical regions: frontal, parietal, temporal, and cingulate cortex. This allowed the effects of hippocampal activity on global amyloid deposition to be assessed. However, results from mouse studies would suggest that Aβ levels would also be increased locally, in the hippocampus, with higher baseline hippocampal activity (e.g. Cirrito et al., 2005). Was there any amyloid accumulation in the hippocampus of these subjects that was detectable and if so, does longitudinal hippocampal PIB also associate with baseline hippocampal activity?

3\) Subsection "Increased Aβ accumulation associated with a longitudinal decline in memory performance": The choice of the model here could be of some concern. The authors might consider that both PIB and CVLT are time-varying outcomes. They have summarized the changes in PIB over time and used this slope as a predictor of changes in CVLT over time. So in essence this approach uses data from PIB that occurs after a CVLT measurement to inform what will happen to CVLT at that time. Isn\'t this logic a bit circular?

The authors might consider an alternative modeling approach and see whether it yields the same results. Consider:

CVLT \_ij = b0 + b1 PIB_i0 + b2 (PIB_ij -- PIB_i0) + b3 time_ij + b4 (PIB_ij -- PIB_i0) x time_ij

Basically, consider how changes from baseline in PIB are associated with changes at CVLT BUT only up to the particular time point. They can add in their random intercept and random slope for time as they did in the models they fit.

4\) There is a similar concern with the analysis for amyloid accumulation mediating the influence of hippocampal activation on memory decline, where they have done the analysis on the summary measures of slope (subsection "Longitudinal amyloid accumulation mediates the influence of hippocampal activation on memory decline").

Step 1 tested the effect of X on Y, not including M. -\> Likely this is fine.

Step 2 tested X predicting M -\> this is basically the model they report in the subsection "Hippocampal activation at baseline associated with longitudinal Aβ accumulation".

Steps 3 and 4 tested M\|X significant predictor of Y and X\|M not a significant predictor of Y -\> Here they could also adapt the model suggested above to include X.
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Author response

*Essential revisions:*

*1) The authors point out that due to their smaller sample size, they were unable to examine the specific effects of ApoE4 carriers. This is understandable, but of the 6-7 participants who were PIB +, how many of those were ApoE4 carriers? This information should be reported. If all of the PIB + individuals were ApoE4 carriers, the effects of hippocampal activity on amyloid accumulation could be mediated by ApoE4 and it would be unclear what the relationship between hippocampal activity and amyloid accumulation is in non-ApoE4 individuals. Second, because we know APOE4 is associated with increased Aß deposition it should be included as a covariate in all of the analyses including PIB measures.*

There were 6 PIB+ subjects at baseline, 4 of whom were ApoE4 carriers. Over time, 2 additional subjects converted to PIB+; both were ApoE4 carriers. This is now added to the manuscript.

Since most subjects were ApoE4 non-carriers we had a reasonable sample size to re-run the linear mixed model of hippocampal activity predicting Aβ accumulation only in the ApoE4 non-carriers and found the interaction between hippocampal activation and amyloid over time remained significant \[p =.018\]. Thus, the effect of hippocampal activation on increased amyloid accumulation is not specific to those who are ApoE4 carriers, but is also occurring in ApoE4 non-carriers who are also accumulating amyloid. We added this analysis to the Discussion: "However, to determine if the effects of hippocampal activity on Aβ accumulation was driven by ApoE4 carriers, we removed them from the sample and re-ran the linear mixed model only in ApoE4 non-carriers. We found the interaction between hippocampal activation and Aβ accumulation remained significant \[p =.018\]. Thus, it appears the effect of hippocampal activation on increased Aβ accumulation is not specific to those who are ApoE4 carriers, but is also occurring in ApoE4 non-carriers who are also accumulating Aβ."

As stated in the Statistical analyses section of the Methods, "Initial models included ApoE4 carrier status (+/-) and scanner type (ECAT HR, BIOGRAPH) as covariates, but effects were not significant so we removed them to simplify the model."

*2) PIB distribution volume ratios were calculated from reactivity in cortical regions: frontal, parietal, temporal, and cingulate cortex. This allowed the effects of hippocampal activity on global amyloid deposition to be assessed. However, results from mouse studies would suggest that Aβ levels would also be increased locally, in the hippocampus, with higher baseline hippocampal activity (e.g. Cirrito et al., 2005). Was there any amyloid accumulation in the hippocampus of these subjects that was detectable and if so, does longitudinal hippocampal PIB also associate with baseline hippocampal activity?*

We ran a linear mixed model to determine if local hippocampal Aβ accumulation was associated with increased hippocampal activation, with age, sex, and education as covariates. We found a marginal interaction \[p=.056\] between baseline hippocampal activation and hippocampal amyloid accumulation over time, suggesting that in addition to the effect of hippocampal activation on global amyloid accumulation, there appears to be a local relationship as well, although not quite significant. Aβ first accumulates in the neocortex in phase 1, followed by medial temporal lobe regions including the hippocampus in phases 2-3 (Thal et al., 2002). This may explain why the relationship is stronger for global amyloid measures rather than local hippocampal amyloid measures, especially given that our subject population is comprised of healthy cognitively normal older adults. Furthermore, the hippocampus is a brain region where Aβ is difficult to measure, because its small volume and adjacent white matter and CSF makes quantification problematic. Because of these issues, PET studies rarely report hippocampal Aβ accumulation.

3\) Subsection "Increased Aβ accumulation associated with a longitudinal decline in memory performance": The choice of the model here could be of some concern. The authors might consider that both PIB and CVLT are time-varying outcomes. They have summarized the changes in PIB over time and used this slope as a predictor of changes in CVLT over time. So in essence this approach uses data from PIB that occurs after a CVLT measurement to inform what will happen to CVLT at that time. Isn\'t this logic a bit circular?

*The authors might consider an alternative modeling approach and see whether it yields the same results. Consider:*

*CVLT \_ij = b0 + b1 PIB_i0 + b2 (PIB_ij -- PIB_i0) + b3 time_ij + b4 (PIB_ij -- PIB_i0) x time_ij*

*Basically, consider how changes from baseline in PIB are associated with changes at CVLT BUT only up to the particular time point. They can add in their random intercept and random slope for time as they did in the models they fit.*

We understand the reviewers' concern that the use of PIB slope results in loss of information because of the time-varying nature of PIB. A related methodological point that may not have been clear is that PIB scans and CVLT testing sessions were not done on the same day (and sometimes occurred over a year from one another). The non-overlapping timing of the PIB & CVLT visits made it difficult to use a single time variable to account for both time-varying PIB *and* CVLT measurements as suggested in the model above.

Nonetheless, we attempted an alternative mixed effects model in which we fit a model with both time-varying CVLT and PIB measurements and a collapsed time measure in units of years since the baseline MRI, along with the previous covariates and random slope/intercept. For the time variable, we matched CVLT and PIB measurements in time where visits overlapped, but many visits had only CVLT *or* PIB, resulting in numerous missing values over time for each variable. This model did not converge on a fit, as it did not have enough statistical power for the full formal random effects model with 27 subjects. Therefore, our original analysis, the use of PIB slope to estimate PIB change for each subject, was our best option given the current sample size and number of longitudinal time points.

However, we have noted this limitation in the Statistical Analyses section in the Methods: "While PIB and CVLT were both time-varying measurements, we did not have the statistical power to include both as time-varying measurements in our mixed effects model testing change in PIB predicting change in memory performance over time, since visits did not coincide in many cases, making modeling with a single time challenging. We therefore used PIB slope as an alternative, but note that this is a limitation as it does not precisely capture PIB change relative to CVLT change."

4\) There is a similar concern with the analysis for amyloid accumulation mediating the influence of hippocampal activation on memory decline, where they have done the analysis on the summary measures of slope (subsection "Longitudinal amyloid accumulation mediates the influence of hippocampal activation on memory decline").

Step 1 tested the effect of X on Y, not including M. -\> Likely this is fine.

Step 2 tested X predicting M -\> this is basically the model they report in the subsection "Hippocampal activation at baseline associated with longitudinal Aβ accumulation".

*Steps 3 and 4 tested M\|X significant predictor of Y and X\|M not a significant predictor of Y -\> Here they could also adapt the model suggested above to include* X.

As we state above, since our CVLT and PIB measures were not completed at the same visits, it makes it difficult with a small sample to predict on a time point by time point basis.

[^1]: *Key:* MRI = Magnetic resonance imaging, SD = Standard deviation, PIB = Pittsburgh Compound B, CVLT = California Verbal Learning Test.

[^2]: Dependent Variable: PIB DVR.

[^3]: *Key:* SE = Standard Error, mc = mean-centered, PIB DVR= Pittsburgh Compound B Distributed Volume Ratio.

[^4]: Dependent Variable: CVLT LD FR.

[^5]: *Key:* SE = Standard Error, mc = mean-centered, PIB DVR= Pittsburgh Compound B Distributed Volume Ratio, CVLT LD FR = California Verbal Learning Test - Long Delay Free Recall.
